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1. ABSTRACT
These days convolutional neural networks (CNNs) are one of
the most popular techniques for optical flow estimation yielding exceptional results on many benchmarks. However, the
size of their perceptive fields are fixed and displacements not
present in the training set cannot be estimated reliably. Additionally, these CNNs need to learn numerous parameters
which increases memory consumption. Consequently, their
application to high resolution images is impractical, as displacement and memory consumption increase prohibitively.
To overcome these limitations, we present an iterative flow refinement approach that can adapt any flow estimation CNN to
arbitrary resolution images. In a pyramidal approach, we perform flow estimation for image patches at multiple increasing
image resolutions while matching the patches based on the
flow of previous iterations. We evaluate our approach using
different baselines, displacements and resolutions. The results show that flow estimators can be adapted to high resolution and even panorama images while preserving fine details
and reliably handling large displacements without retraining.
Index Terms— optical flow, refinement, high resolution,
panorama images
2. INTRODUCTION
Optical flow estimation is a classical computer vision technique used by many real-world applications like video encoding, autonomous driving and image-based rendering. Due to
the high relevance new promising approaches are published
regularly. Lately, convolutional neural networks (CNNs)
were introduced to optical flow estimation [1] demonstrating
competitive performance on many benchmarks [2, 3]. Despite
the high qualitative results some limitations remain. First, as
optical flow computation is a complex problem, CNNs need
to learn many parameters resulting in strict memory requirements. Second, CNNs have a fixed perceptive field based on
the kernel sizes of the architecture. Moreover, the displacement they can anticipate is based on the training data. This
means images containing larger displacements in pixels than
the CNNs perceptive fields size cannot be estimated reliably.
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This becomes a relevant topic, as these days even consumer
grade cameras can capture high resolution images that are
challenging for optical flow CNNs.
A naive approach to compute optical flow for high resolution images is to down-sample the input images, compute low
resolution flow and finally up-sample the flow to the necessary image resolution. However, fine structures are lost while
down-sampling and not represented in the flow. In order to
keep more details, images can be cut into tiles on a regular grid for flow estimation. While this reduces the memory requirements for each computation, objects in the image
can move independently which is not represented by regular
alignments. Therefore, an object may only be visible in one
of the input tiles which unavoidably results in incorrect flow.
To this end, we present an iterative flow refinement approach, that adapts flow estimation CNNs to any resolution
while reducing memory requirements and respecting large
displacements. Additionally, our method enables flow computations for large 360◦ panorama images. In a pyramidal
approach, we perform flow estimation at multiple increasing
image resolutions. First, flow is calculated for down-sampled
input images to identify image patches with similar displacement. The flow between these patches is computed on higher
resolution images, merged into a complete flow image and
passed to the next iteration. The process is repeated until the
full resolution is reached. In summary our contributions are
• Enabling the use of graphics cards with limited GPU
memory for optical flow estimation of high resolution
images while keeping fine structures.
• Large displacements are directly handled, even for
360◦ panoramas images.
• An arbitrary CNN can be used as flow estimator and no
retraining is required.
3. RELATED WORK
With its initial formulation by Horn and Schunck in the
1980s [4] optical flow has become a classical computer vision problem. Due to the active research on optical flow,
many benchmarks [5, 6, 7] were established to measure the
quality of new techniques. Since the introduction of deep
learning to optical flow estimation, many CNNS obtained the

Fig. 1. The pipeline of our approach. We aim to estimate the flow between two high resolution input images S0 and T0 . First,
these images are down-sampled and flow is computed between them with a given flow estimation network. Afterwards, the
images are processed iteratively in an image pyramid. During each iteration the images are up-sampled and image tiles are
matched based on the previous flow. Flow is computed between matching tiles, merged, up-sampled and passed to the next
iteration until full image resolution is reached.
highest ranks in these benchmarks [2, 3]. Unfortunately, current benchmarks only contain low resolution images making
comparison and training on high resolution images difficult.
Similar to the optical flow task, the concept of image pyramids for computer vision tasks has a long history [8]. CNNs
for optical flow estimation often use image pyramids as an
internal part of the network architecture [9, 10, 3, 11] to perceive more complex motions and displacements. However,
the amount of displacement that networks can reliable calculate is still limited as the perceptive field is based on the fixed
pyramid levels. To adapt the networks, retraining is necessary which requires much time and new data. As our approach is performed outside the network, no re-training needs
to be performed. While CNNs for panoramas were introduced [12, 13], to the best of our knowledge, there are no
dedicated optical flow CNNs for panoramas.
One popular method to post-process optical flow is to create dense flow fields from sparse flow information [14]. Other
techniques focus on refining dense flow values by using semantic scene information like planar assumptions [15] for
street scenes like the KITTI dataset [7]. In contrast to these
refinement methods, we directly take dense flow as input and
compute high resolution flow without further assumptions.
4. ITERATIVE FLOW REFINEMENT
Our approach uses an arbitrary flow estimation CNN C as
well as a source S0 and target T0 image pair as input. The
output of our approach is the flow F0 from S0 to T0 respecting the resolution of the input images. After an initialization
step, we iteratively perform flow estimation at multiple increasing image resolutions in a pyramidal style. To overcome
displacement and memory restrictions we tile the images in
several patches and estimate the flow between them with C.

The tile size us can be defined by the user. It can be chosen
according to the available GPU memory or based on the resolution of the data used to train C. In each iteration i, the flow
of all tiles is combined as Fi , up-sampled and passed to the
next iteration. An overview of our approach is given in Fig. 1.
Initialization. In the initialization step we seek to obtain
global flow information between the input images S0 and T0
which is used to guide the tiling in the first iteration. Therefore, we first down-sample the input images to fit onto a single tile and obtain S1 and T1 . These tiles are passed to the
flow estimator C which computes the flow F1 . As the displacements in these input tiles respect the perceptive field of
C, they provide global flow information for the whole image. While flow information of fine structures is missing in
this initialization step, they are captured during incrementally
increasing resolutions.
Iteration. The inputs for each iteration i are S0 , T0 as well
as the flow Fi−1 of the previous level. Each iteration consists
of the following steps: Scaling of S0 , T0 and Fi−1 , tiling
the scaled images, computing flow tiles for all pairs using C
and finally merging the flow tiles to obtain the complete flow
Fi . First, we down-sample our input images to Si and Ti ,
depending on a user definable scaling factor uf per pyramid
level. We use a factor of 2 as default, therefore, Si and Ti
are twice the size of Si−1 and Ti−1 . Additionally, Fi−1 is
up-sampled by the same factor to match their size. As flow
values are in absolute pixels, the values of Fi−1 are scaled
accordingly.
Next, we tile the source image Si on a regular grid according to its width Si,x and height Si,y , the tile size us and
an overlap factor uo . Based on uo the tiles overlap to increase
the similarity of the estimated flow in border regions and en-

Fig. 2. Comparison between the flow computed by our approach and naively upscaled flow. The used resolutions of the
panorama images are 11500 × 5750 and 1438 × 516 respectively. The used flow estimators are FlowNet2.0 [9] and LiteFlowNet [10]. As we consider displacement during flow computation, the flow of foreground objects is correctly calculated.
Additionally, small details are kept even in the background. For this visualization we masked camera rigs in the foreground.
able easier blending. We obtain tiles si1 , . . . , siK of Si with K
defined as:
K = dSi,x /(us,x − 2 · uo,x )e · dSi,y /(us,y − 2 · uo,y )e (1)
In contrast, the target image Ti is not tiled regularly, as objects
could move out of the tile. Therefore, it is not always possible
to capture all objects in a single target tile tik . To handle these
cases, we estimate flow clusters using k-means on Fi−1 . To
determine the necessary number of clusters we use the elbow
method. However, we set a maximum of N = 10 clusters by
default. The cluster labels are stored in a matrix Mi . Since
objects in cluster n move similarly, we create one target tile
ti(k,n) accordingly. To determine the pixel position of a target
tile ti(k,n) in Ti we compute the mean flow oi(k,n) of its respective cluster n. We add oi(k,n) to the initial position obtained
from sik . Then, all resulting source-target tile pairs (sik , ti(k,n) )
are passed to the chosen flow estimator C.
i
At last, the resulting flow tiles f(k,n)
need to be merged
into Fi . For this purpose we first create one combined flow
tile fki for each source tile sik :
fki =

N
X

i
(fk,n
+ oi(k,n) ) ◦ mi(k,n) ,

n=1

where mi(k,n) is a mask based on Mi indicating which pixels
belong to cluster n. Since the target tiles were shifted from the
source tiles, the offset oi(k,n) is added to account for global
flow information. After all source tiles have complete flow
information they are merged into the current flow Fi . For each
fki a centered Gaussian kernel is applied as a weighting factor.
Normalizing the weights, we blend the flow estimates in the

overlapping regions to obtain smoother transitions between
tiles. Finally, Fi is used as input to the next iteration. We stop
iterating once the desired image resolution is reached.

Panorama Images. Our approach can also handle spherical panorama images as input. Next to the challenges arising
from large displacements and memory requirements, the borders of panorama images also need to be addressed correctly.
In full 360◦ spherical panorama images, objects that move
out of the image borders will reenter at a different position of
the image. As this is not anticipated by standard flow estimators, the flow of objects that move across image borders is not
computed correctly.
For the initial down-sampled complete flow computation, we use images that show the panorama continuously
1.5 times. We found that this allows the network to identify
global movements across the original image borders. During the iterations, our tiling considers the wrapping of the
panorama and creates continuous tiles, that correctly match
the objects across image borders. There are two wrapping
cases: Tiles may move across the x or the y border. If tiles
move across the x border they simply reenter the image at the
opposite x border. Therefore, a modulo-operation on the x
coordinates is sufficient to find the correct position. However,
if tiles move across the y border they reenter at the same border but their x coordinates are shifted by half the size of the
original 360◦ panorama. Moreover, they are turned upside
down after reentry. The flow is adjusted accordingly in the
merging step.

Technique
Ours - FlowNet2.0
FlowNet2.0 - Naive Tiling
FlowNet2.0 - Up-sampled

Endpoint Error
13.49
35.82
16.83

Angular Error
0.07
0.18
0.09

Table 1. Comparison of our approach to naively tiled and upsampled FlowNet2.0 on a synthetic dataset with 20 images.

Fig. 3. If FlowNet2.0 [9] is used on low resolution images
and naively up-sampled, small details are lost (left, middle).
Naive tiling in 1000 × 1000 pixels produces errors due to
misalignments (left, bottom). Our refinement approach keeps
small details and does not introduce noticeable errors. Moreover, our results are stable for arbitrary tile sizes (right).

5. EXPERIMENTS AND EVALUATION
We evaluate our approach using high resolution panoramas
and synthetic images, showing that large displacements are
handled reliably and that memory usage is effectively reduced. Moreover, we test our approach with different flow
estimator networks showing the generalizability. In Fig. 2
a comparison between our approach and naively up-scaled
flow is shown for a panorama image with a full resolution of
11500 × 5750 pixels and tile size us = 1000 × 1000 pixels. We use the well-known CNNs FlowNet2.0 [9] and LiteFlowNet [10] as estimators for our approach. For comparison,
we include up-sampled flow from these networks which was
computed on a 1438 × 516 version of the panorama. As we
consider displacement during flow computation, the flow of
the foreground person is correctly calculated while the head’s
displacement is miscalculated in the up-sampled flow images.
Moreover, people in the background as well as small details
like the chairs and plants are kept with our method but lost
in the naively up-sampled flow. Independent from the flow
estimation network, our approach is able to handle displacements and keep fine details. An additional close-up of the
panorama is shown in Fig. 3. Here we compare our method
with different tile sizes to the naively up-sampled FlowNet2.0
flow as well as a naively tiled FlowNet2.0 flow. Similar to
our approach, we choose to overlap tiles of the naively and
regular tiled image and perform blending to reduce visible

tile borders. While the up-sampled flow looses small details
like the table contours, the regularly tiled flow produces errors, as the displacement of objects is not considered while
tiling. In contrast, using our refinement fine structures are
kept. Moreover, our results are very similar across different
tile sizes. This shows that we are able to perform well even in
scenarios with restricted memory availability. We performed
additional experiments on a synthetic dataset containing 20
images with a resolution of 3840 × 2160 featuring similar
scenes to the well known flying chairs dataset [1]. As metrics
we use the endpoint error and the angular error for a comparison of our refinement to naive up-sampling and tiling. The
results in Table 1 show the effectiveness of our approach. Unfortunately, we could not perform experiments on established
datasets [6, 7], as these feature only small resolution images.
As our approach iteratively computes flow using the chosen flow estimator, the overall runtime increases compared
to naively up-sampling or regular tiling. The most expensive
part of our pipeline is the clustering step. Additionally, the
runtime increases linearly with the number of flow calculations. The number of clusterings and flow computations depends on the up-sampling factor uf , tile size us and overlap
uo , as more pyramidal levels are necessary until full image
resolution is reached. Moreover, the upper bound of flow calculations per iteration is in O(KN ), with K as the number of
source tiles from Eq. 1 and N as the maximum number of target tiles. As all cluster and flow computations of an iteration
are independent, they are easily parallelizable.
Overall, our iterative flow refinement algorithm successfully handles high resolution images and panoramas with
larger displacements than included in the training data. Additionally, our approach shows a similar performance for
different flow estimators and tile sizes enabling the use of
future CNNs as well as limited hardware.
6. CONCLUSION
In this paper we presented an iterative flow refinement approach enabling optical flow estimation for images with high
resolutions. Due to our pyramidal method, we can use the
flow of lower resolutions to detect corresponding image regions between source and target image. Our experiments
show that our method performs well using different flow
estimators and can handle large displacements and varying
tile sizes. In a future work, regularization of the flow across
pyramid levels could be investigated.
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